Genetic factors affecting patient responses to pancreatic cancer treatment
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Abstract

Cancer of the exocrine pancreas is a malignancy with a high lethal rate. Surgical resection is the only possible curative mode of treatment. Metastatic pancreatic cancer is incurable with modest results from the current treatment options. New genomic information could prove treatment efficacy. An independent review of PubMed and ScienceDirect databases was performed up to March 2016, using combinations of terms such pancreatic exocrine cancer, chemotherapy, genomic profile, pancreatic cancer pharmacogenomics, genomics, molecular pancreatic pathogenesis, and targeted therapy. Recent genetic studies have identified new markers and therapeutic targets. Our current knowledge of pancreatic cancer genetics must be further advanced to elucidate the molecular basis and pathogenesis of the disease, improve the accuracy of diagnosis, and guide tailor-made therapies.
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Introduction

Cancer of the exocrine pancreas is a highly lethal malignancy, the fourth leading cause of cancer-related death in the United States, second only to colorectal cancer as a cause of digestive cancer-related death [1]. Surgical resection is the only possible curative mode of treatment. Unfortunately, this is the case only in about 15-20% of cases, as in the majority, patients present with advanced disease [1]. In this setting, whether locally advanced or metastatic, there are various treatment options such as chemoradiation and chemotherapy with various schemes, with mostly poor outcome.

A variety of drugs and combinations have been used in the adjuvant and metastatic setting. The most commonly used agents include gemcitabine monotherapy [2,3] and gemcitabine combinations with erlotinib [4], oxaliplatin [5], cisplatin [6], capecitabine [7] and nab-paclitaxel [8]. Other agents used in various frequencies are capecitabine [9], fluouracil [3], eloxatin with capecitabine [10], and nab-paclitaxel [11]. In the adjuvant and locally advanced setting, the commonest practice is gemcitabine monotherapy [2], with or without radiation, and in the metastatic setting the standard of care is the use of gemcitabine with nab-paclitaxel or the scheme FOLFIRINOX [11,12].

Not all patients fare the same with the same treatment. One of the main reasons for this, is the different molecular profile of the tumor and specific genetic factors affecting response to therapy. K-ras, hENT1, DCK, CDA, dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase (DPD), HMLH1, TP1DPD, HER2, and SMAD4 are associated with management and response to pancreatic treatment (Table 1). We herein reviewed possible genetic factors affecting responses to therapy.

Materials and methods

An independent review of ScienceDirect and PubMed database was performed with a time period frame of five years up to March 2016, using combinations of terms such as pancreatic exocrine cancer, chemotherapy, genomic profile, pancreatic cancer pharmacogenomics, genomics, molecular pancreatic pathogenesis, and targeted therapy. No geographical restrictions were set and more than 500 articles were identified.
The abstracts were screened to identify studies, and especially review articles, suitable for the purpose of this article. Identification and removal of duplicate articles was performed and the remaining articles were then reviewed by the three co-authors. In addition, the references of all articles were reviewed to identify any additional applicable publications that may have been missed. References from these articles were also obtained and citations are provided to readers with more details.

Incidence and pathogenesis

Globally, pancreatic exocrine cancer is the eighth leading cause of cancer-related death in men and the ninth in women [13]. In general, pancreatic cancer affects mostly individuals inhabiting the industrialized parts of the world [14,15]. Maoris in New Zealand, native Hawaiians, and Black American have the highest incidence of pancreatic cancer, while people living in India and Nigeria have the lowest [14,15].

The disease is not often encountered prior the age of 45 and the incidence increases in older ages. Incidence varies and is greater in males (male-to-female ratio 1.3:1) and especially in black males (14.8 per 100,000 compared with 8.8 per 100,000 in the general population) [16].

In the pathogenesis of pancreatic exocrine cancer two pathways are implicated. One is that of acquired and/or environmental risk factors and the other one is that of molecular carcinogenesis.

Molecular pathogenesis of pancreatic cancer

Many genetic mutations have been associated with pancreatic adenocarcinomas (Table 2). These can be categorized into five broad categories:

1. Mutational activation of oncogenes such as KRAS
2. Inactivation of tumor suppressor genes such as TP53, p16/CDKN2A, and SMAD4
3. Inactivation of genome maintenance genes, such as hMLH1 and MSH2, which control the repair of DNA damage
4. Infrequent mutations
5. Genetic variants responsible for susceptibility pancreatic cancer.

Although most of these genetic aberrations represent somatic mutations, others are present in the germline of kindreds that carry a familial predisposition to pancreatic cancer [17].
Genetics in pancreatic cancer treatment

Mutational activation of oncogenes

KRAS gene, located on chromosome 12p, is one of the most frequently mutated genes in pancreatic cancer. This gene is the human homolog of a transforming gene isolated from the Kirsten rat sarcoma virus, hence the name, KRAS. As noted earlier, KRAS is an oncogene. Mutations in this gene, the vast majority of which are at codon 12, are activating, leading to activation of the protein product of the gene. Over 90% of pancreatic cancers harbor a KRAS gene mutation [18,19].

Inactivation of tumor suppressor genes

Loss of function of several tumor suppressor genes has been documented in pancreatic carcinomas. To abrogate gene function, both copies of the gene need to be inactivated. Tumor suppressor genes that are inactivated in almost half cases of pancreatic exocrine cancer are p16/CDKN2A, TP53, and SMAD4 [20].

p16/CDKN2A gene on chromosome 9p is somatically inactivated in 95% of pancreatic cancers [21]. Loss of gene function abrogates an important control of the cell cycle in these tumors. Inherited mutations in the p16/CDKN2A gene are one of the causes of the Familial Atypical Multiple Mole Melanoma (FAMMM) syndrome. Patients with the FAMMM syndrome have an increased risk of developing melanoma and a 20-34-fold increased risk of developing pancreatic cancer. The homozygous deletions that inactivate the p16/CDKN2A gene frequently also inactivate an adjacent gene, MTAP [22,23].

TP53 gene, located on chromosome 17p, is a frequently targeted gene in human cancer. TP53 gene is inactivated in 75-85% of pancreatic cancers by an intragenic mutation coupled with loss of the second allele. Genetic inactivation
of TP53 abrogates two important cell functions: regulation of cellular proliferation and cell death (apoptosis) in response to DNA damage [24].

SMAD-4 is a gene on chromosome 18, altered in 55% of pancreatic neoplasms. The protein-product of SMAD4 gene functions in the transmission of intracellular signals, from transforming growth factor (TGF)-β receptors within the cell membrane to the nucleus. When this gene is mutated, this function is inhibited and there is a loss of the TGF-β induced tumor supression [25].

BRCA2 gene on chromosome 13q is inactivated in fewer than 10% of pancreatic cancers. It is known that BRCA1/2 genes are involved in DNA repair and are implicated in breast and ovarian cancers, as well. Germline mutations in BRCA2 are associated with an increased risk of pancreatic cancer. This constitutes one of the most important causes of familial aggregation of pancreatic cancer. BRCA2 mutations are found in up to 17% of patients with familial pancreatic cancer [26].

PALB2 gene on chromosome 16p encodes for a BRCA2-binding protein. Germline mutations in PALB2 are known to increase the risk of breast cancer, and germline truncating mutations in PALB2 have been identified in approximately 3% of individuals with familial pancreatic cancer [27].

Somatic STK11 mutations have been observed in 4% of pancreatic cancers, particularly those that arise in association with an intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasm. It is located on chromosome 19p and encodes for a serine/threonine kinase, which regulates cell polarity and functions as a tumor suppressor gene. Inactivation of the STK11 gene appears to play a role in both hereditary and sporadic pancreatic cancers [28].

Ataxia-telangiectasia-mutated (ATM) gene on chromosome 11q encodes for a member of the PI3/P14-kinase family. ATM gene kinase product plays an important role in the cell response to DNA damage. Germline mutations in the ATM gene have been reported in 3% of families with familial pancreatic cancer, and somatic (acquired) ATM mutations have been reported in ductal adenocarcinomas [29].

Inactivation of genome maintenance genes

DNA mismatch repair genes such as hMLH1 and hMSH2 are well known for their important role in the pathogenesis of colorectal cancer, particularly in Lynch syndrome. Patients with this syndrome have germline mutations in one of several DNA mismatch repair genes and an elevated risk of several gastrointestinal cancers, including pancreatic cancer. These genes are mutated in approximately 4% of pancreatic cancers. Because of their distinctive "medullary" histologic appearance, pancreatic cancers with defects in DNA mismatch repair gene can sometimes be recognized histologically at the diagnostic microscope [30].

Infrequent mutations

A number of other genes have been identified that are only rarely mutated in pancreatic cancer; they are generally less important than KRAS, p16/CDKN2A, TP53, and SMAD4. Among the genes less often mutated are the following: EP300, SMARCA4, CDH1, EPHA3, FBXW7, ML13, ROBO2, DPP6, BAD, GPR133, GUCY1A2, PRKG1, ARID1A, and TGF-β-R2 [31].

Genetic variants responsible for susceptibility pancreatic cancer

High-penetrance mutations in BRCA1, BRCA2, CDKN2A, STK11, PALB2 and ATM along with mismatch repair genes and low-penetrance loci are associated with increased risk for pancreatic exocrine cancer. 9,925 pancreatic cancer cases and 11,569 controls, including 4,164 newly genotyped cases and 3,792 controls from North America, Central Europe and Australia were identified by Childs et al and a genome-wide association analysis was performed [32]. The result was the identification of three regions (17q25.1, 7p13, 3q29) associated significantly with increased risk for pancreatic cancer. A significant association at 2p13.3 was detected, a region known for its suggestive evidence in Han Chinese previously reported associations at ABO, telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT), CLPTM1, KLF5, ZNF3, BCA1, NRS2, PDX1 and LINC-PINT were reproduced. This study identified new loci associated with increased risk for the manifestation of pancreatic cancer.

A small number of common susceptibility loci have been identified for pancreatic cancer, one of which is marked by rs401681 in the TERT-CLPTM1L gene region on chromosome 5p15.33. Campa et al [33] explored the notion whether additional single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), independently of rs401681, could be associated to increased risk of pancreatic cancer. An in-depth analysis of genetic variability the telomerase RNA component (TERC) genes and TERT in 5,550 subjects with pancreatic adenocarcinoma and 7,585 controls from the PANcreatic Disease ReseArch (PANDoRA) and the PanScan consortia was performed. A statistically significant association was found between a variant in TERT and increased risk for pancreatic adenocarcinoma [odds ratio: 0.85; 95% confidence interval (CI), 0.80-0.90, P=8.3 X 10⁻8]. Additional analysis adjusting rs2853677 for rs401681 showed that the two SNPs were independently associated with increased risk for pancreatic adenocarcinoma, as suggested by the low linkage disequilibrium between them [r²: 0.07, D': 0.28]. In conclusion, this study proved that the TERT locus was associated with increased pancreatic cancer risk.

More recently, a multistage genome-wide association study [34] including 7,683 individuals with pancreatic adenocarcinoma and 14,397 controls was performed. Four new loci reached genome-wide statistical significance: rs16986825 at 22q12.1, rs9581943 at 13q12.2, rs6971499 at 7q32.3 and rs7190458 at 16q23.1. An independent signal in exon 2 of TERT at the established region 5p15.33 (rs2736098, OR=0.80, 95%CI 0.76-0.85, P=9.8 X 10⁻¹⁴) was identified along with a locus at 8q24.21 (rs1561927, P=1.3 X 10⁻⁷) approaching genome-wide statistical significance located 455 kb telomeric of PVT1. This study resulted in the identification of multiple new susceptibility alleles for pancreatic adenocarcinoma worthy of exploration by future studies.
Treatment and outcome: an open challenge

Various treatment strategies exist in dealing with pancreatic cancer, that vary according to institution and country. One could identify roughly three major categories of patients. The first category refers to patients who had a resection and are fit to receive adjuvant therapy. In Europe most of them will receive adjuvant treatment with gemcitabine [2], while in the United States it is common to apply protocols incorporating chemotherapy with radiation therapy [35-37]. Unfortunately, pancreatic cancer has an extremely high rate of systemic recurrence (>80%) and of local recurrence (>20%), with the majority occurring within two years [38]. The second category includes patients with locally advanced disease and a median survival of 1 year. Whether inoperable, borderline inoperable, or medically inoperable, the protocols applied are those of the metastatic setting or chemoradiation rendering them operable or not. The third and most frequent category comprises patients who have or developed metastatic disease with a median survival of 6 months. Historical therapies such as gemcitabine monotherapy [2] or combinations of gemcitabine with other agents could achieve at best better symptom control and quality of life and offered nothing in terms of overall survival. Even erlotinib, when added to gemcitabine, increased the overall survival by two weeks only [4]. Despite the progress, in the light of the new standard of care that emerged a few years ago with the use of FOLFIRINOX [12], achieving a median survival of eleven months, and gemcitabine with nab-paclitaxel [8], achieving a median survival of eight months, the outcome in general remains poor, especially for those who proceed to receive further lines of therapy. The vast majority of patients will have deceased at two years after diagnosis.

For such a lethal and not rare disease, there is urgent need to identify prognostic and predictive markers. Although it is still early, a growing body of evidence suggests that individualized therapies in pancreatic cancer, based on the specific genetic alterations mentioned previously, will soon be a reality.

Genetic factors affecting outcome

Some genetic factors have been identified that influence the outcome of patients with pancreatic adenocarcinoma (Table 1). For the purpose of a better approach we present them as those that influence the outcome in the adjuvant and in the non-adjuvant setting.

Post resection

CONKO-001 trial [2] set the standard of care in the management of pancreatic adenocarcinoma following resection, which is the use of adjuvant chemotherapy with gemcitabine monotherapy. As mentioned, a large number of patients will ultimately recur with metastatic disease despite optimal management. Functional markers, currently being studied as indicators of disease progression, include stromal changes, microvascular density and tumor metabolism.

Pancreatic adenocarcinomas with loss of SMAD4 expression have a more dismal course with higher rates of distant metastases and poor prognosis. Blackford et al [39] conducted a study sequencing more than 750 million base pairs of DNA from 23,219 transcripts in a series of 24 adenocarcinomas of the pancreas. Thirty-nine genes mutated in more than one of these 24 cancers were sequenced in a separate panel of 90 well-characterized adenocarcinomas of the pancreas. Of these 114 patients, 89 underwent pancreatic-duodenectomy, and the somatic mutations in these cancers were correlated with the patient outcome.

SMAD4 gene inactivation was significantly associated with shorter overall survival (OS) (hazard ratio, 1.92; 95%CI, 1.20-3.05; P=0.006) adjusted for tumor size, margin status, lymph node status and age in multivariate analysis. Patients harboring SMAD4 gene inactivation had a median OS of 11.5 months, compared with 14.2 months for patients not harboring this inactivation, while mutations in TP53, CDKN2A, and presence of four or more mutations or homozygous deletions among the 39 most frequently mutated genes, did not have any impact on the survival. The conclusion was that SMAD4 gene inactivation was associated with a poorer outcome in patients with resected pancreatic adenocarcinoma. These data suggest that SMAD4 gene status may someday be useful for prognostic stratification and therapeutic decision-making, although this concept has to be further validated by larger studies.

Another molecular candidate under heavy investigation regarding tumor progression is CXCR chemokine receptor type 4 (CXCR4). CXCR4 is a protein that in humans is encoded by the CXCR4 gene [40]. While CXCR4's expression is normally low or absent in healthy tissues, it is present in cancer cell lines. Expression of this receptor in cancer cells is associated with metastatic potential mainly in tissues containing a high concentration of CXCL12, such as bone marrow, lungs and liver [41]. For pancreatic adenocarcinoma, in a study performed by Ma et al [42], it was discovered that CXCR4 along glycosyn sethase kinase-3β (GSK3β) promote its proliferation and invasion potential. Inhibition of CXCR4 suppresses GSK3β expression, but the molecular mechanism by which CXCR4 promotes pancreatic adenocarcinoma is not well clarified yet. Therefore, they analyzed the effect of CXCR4 on GSK3β expression and the molecular impact on that. It was discovered that overexpression of CXCR4 promoted GSK3β expression and silencing of CXCR4 suppressed GSK3β expression. Overexpression of CXCR4 resulted in activation of cyclin D1, expression of p-Akt and inhibition of p21 expression, while silencing of CXCR4 had the exact opposite effect. CXCR4 promotes GSK3β expression and PANC-1 invasion by Akt signaling and upregulates GSK3β expression, at least in part, at the level of transcription.

Human equilibrative nucleoside transporter 1 (hENT-1) is a biomarker and its function is allowing the passage, intracellularly and extracellularly, of pyrimidine nucleosides, like 5-fluorouracil (5-FU), capecitabine, and gemcitabine [43]. Microarrays from 434 patients in the ESPAC-3 trial [44]...
randomized to chemotherapy were stained. Afterwards, they were classified as having high and low hENT-1 expression and these expressing groups were compared. Median OS for gemcitabine-treated patients (n=176) was 23.4 months (95%CI, 18.3-26.0). Median OS for 176 patients treated with 5-FU/folinic acid was 23.5 (95%CI, 19.8-27.3) months (P=0.62). Median survival for patients in the low hENT1 expression group, treated with gemcitabine, was 17.1 (95%CI, 14.3-23.8) months versus 26.2 (95%CI, 21.2-31.4) months in the high hENT1 expression group (P=0.002). The level of hENT1 was not predictive of survival for the 28 patients of the observation group (P=0.54). Multivariate analysis confirmed the predictive value of hENT1 expression in gemcitabine-treated patients (P=0.003) [45]. One could argue that gemcitabine should be avoided in patients with low tumor hENT1 expression, but this needs validation by future and larger studies.

Non-operative metastatic setting

In the non-operative setting, there is a much greater need in tailored therapy, due to the higher risk for metastasis and lethal outcome. The most common drug used is gemcitabine and its combinations. It is a pyrimidine antimetabolite acting via inhibition of DNA polymerase and ribonucleotide reductase, cell cycle-specific for the S-phase of the cycle, thereby stopping DNA synthesis (also blocking cellular progression at G1/S-phase). Gemcitabine is phosphorylated intracellularly by deoxycytidine kinase to gemcitabine monophosphate, further phosphorylated to active metabolites gemcitabine diphosphate and gemcitabine triphosphate. Gemcitabine diphosphate inhibits DNA synthesis by inhibiting ribonucleotide reductase; gemcitabine triphosphate is incorporated into DNA and inhibits DNA polymerase [46].

Three major genes have been identified in the pharmacogenetics of pancreatic cancer regarding gemcitabine, hENT1, DCK, and CDA [47]. hENT1 transports the drug across the cellular membrane in order to be phosphorylated and form active metabolites. hENT1 protein expression was strongly correlated with OS and disease-free survival (DFS) in patients with treated pancreatic cancer in the adjuvant setting [48]. Three mutations have been identified in the upstream of the gene [49] and there is a hypothesis that patients with metastatic pancreatic cancer and low levels of hENT1 expression may not benefit from gemcitabine therapy. Poplin et al [50] showed in their study that hENT1 expression was not of predictive value regarding gemcitabine activity and efficacy. Patients were randomly assigned to gemcitabine or CO-101, after providing a metastasis sample for blinded hENT1 assessment. Of 367 patients enrolled, hENT1 status was measured in 358 patients and roughly 65% had low expression of hENT1. No difference in OS was found between treatments in the low hENT1 expression subgroup or overall, with hazard ratios of 0.994 (95%CI, 0.746-1.326) and 1.072 (95%CI, 0.856-1.344), respectively. No major differences in toxicities between the treatment arms were observed. In the subgroup of gemcitabine-treated patients, no difference in survival between the high and low hENT1 expression subgroups was observed (hazard ratio: 1.147; 95%CI, 0.809-1.626).

DCK phosphorylates gemcitabine to its active form, and AG genotype of a984G was more sensitive to gemcitabine than GC genotype [60]. Higher levels increased survival, with a median OS of 21.7 months, in contrast to 14.6 months when low levels of DCK existed [51].

CDA was evaluated in a study [52] and it was found that patients with homozgyous CDA*3 had extremely low activity, resulting in higher toxicity in terms of bone marrow suppression, pulmonary pneumonitis, hepatotoxicity, and capillary leak syndrome as CDA metabolizes gemcitabine to its inactive renally excreted form.

Another active compound used in earlier times solo and now in combinations is 5-FU. DPD is the key enzyme responsible for metabolizing 5-FU. A study showing 68 stage II or higher pancreatic cancer samples investigated the correlation between DPD expression, 5-FU liver perfusion chemotherapy, and OS. Postoperative 5-FU-based therapy had a survival benefit in patients with low DPD levels [53].

As we pointed out earlier, DNA mismatch repair genes are mutated in approximately 4% of pancreatic cancers. Pancreatic cancers with microsatellite instability (MSI) may also be less responsive to chemotherapeutic agents such as 5-FU [54], as are colon cancers, at least in the adjuvant setting and appear to have a somewhat better prognosis than standard ductal adenocarcinomas, as it was demonstrated in the study by Nakata et al [55]. Forty-six histologically confirmed pancreatic adenocarcinomas in surgically resected patients were studied. The number of MSI-positive patients was eight, as determined by assessment of microsatellite variations in three or more of the eight tested markers. Univariate analysis was performed revealing that patients with MSI-positive tumors had significantly longer survival than those that were MSI-negative (median survival, 62 months versus 10 months, respectively; P=0.011). Multivariate survival analysis validated the predictive value of the MSI status (hazard ratio: 5.577; P=0.007). The tumor-infiltrating leukocyte intensity in MSI-positive tumors was stronger than that in MSI-negative tumors, indicating that these tumors provoke the immune system, thus resulting in antitumor immunity. Therefore, the better prognosis in these patients can be attributed to the induced immunoreactivity of the tumor.

A pro drug of 5-FU is capecitabine. It undergoes hydrolysis in the liver and tissues to its active form 5-FU. 5-FU is a fluorinated pyrimidine antimetabolite that inhibits thymidylate synthetase, blocking the methylation of deoxyuridylid acid to thymidylid acid, thus disrupting DNA and RNA synthesis. Fluorouracil appears to be phase specific for the G1 and S phases of the cell cycle. In experimental models, it has been proven that low levels of thymidine synthetase (TS) expression lead to better response rates to 5-FU and capecitabine and better survival of colon and liver cancer patients. However, additional experiments have merely stated that levels of TS may be associated with the disease stage, cell proliferation, and tumor differentiation. On the other hand, that does not mean that low levels indicate a better success in these patients. In conclusion, expression levels of TS mRNA may be a helpful
predictive marker of the malignant potential of certain cancerous cells, thus guiding us in optimal cancer treatment targets and yielding higher survival rates among pancreatic cancer patients [56].

DPD is the first rate-limiting enzyme that 5-FU. Thymidine phosphorylase (TP) catalyzes the last step that converts capecitabine into 5-FU. TP/DPD ratio seems to correlate positively with the efficacy of capecitabine in human xenograft models. Saif et al demonstrated in a study that a lower TP/DPD was associated with a survival benefit of 4 months [57]. This looks small, but we must take into account that the 5-year survival is less than 5%. TP/DPD ratio may be used as an independent marker for prognostication for locally advanced pancreatic cancer and it may help in determining the chemotherapy duration, choices and possibly toxicities as well. Larger studies are needed to study the relationship between TP/DPD ratio with these efficacy parameters.

Oxaliplatin, a platinum derivative, is an alkylating agent. Following intracellular hydrolysis, the platinum compound binds to DNA forming cross-links, which inhibit DNA replication and transcription, resulting in cell death with a nonspecific cell-cycle cytotoxicity. It used in the treatment of pancreatic adenocarcinoma in various combinations either with gemcitabine or in the FOLFIRINOX regimen. It has been reported [58] that the combination of gemcitabine and a platinum compound such as cisplatin is based on gemcitabine-induced increased formation and retention of DNA platinum adducts, which can be explained by a decrease in excision repair cross-complementing group-1 (ERCC1)-mediated repair. Overall survival and response rates are prolonged when ERCC1 has a low protein or mRNA expression. A meta-analysis of 12 studies [58] with 836 patients with non-small cell lung cancer clearly demonstrated that low levels of ERCC1 mRNA or protein expression were associated with longer survival and a superior major response. Several other proteins are involved in the recognition of DNA damage, unwinding, subsequent excision of the damaged nucleotides and insertion of new deoxynucleoside triphosphates in the DNA, such as THFIIH, ERCC1/XPF, DNA polymerases δ and ε, and ligase I. Extrapolating in patients with pancreatic cancer, SNPs in any of these genes may affect the repair capacity and contribute to individual variations in chemotherapy response especially with platinum compounds [58].

Irinotecan [59] is a drug used mostly in later lines of treatment in the metastatic setting of pancreatic adenocarcinoma. In its active form, SN38 metabolite, is cleared by the biliary tract, after glucuronidation by uridine diphosphate-glucuronosyltransferase 1A1 (UGT1A1). UGT1A1 gene polymorphisms play a major part in the variability in the activity of UGT1A1. A review on the impact of the deficient UGT1A1*28 variant on irinotecan efficacy and toxicity was produced by a French joint work group [60]. The conclusion was that for irinotecan doses at least equal to 180 mg/m², patients homozygous for the UGT1A1*28 allele, are at increased risk of developing hematological and/or digestive toxicities and a dose reduction is warranted in homozygous *28/*28 patients.

Barriers to pancreatic tumor drug delivery include excess fibrous tissue and dense stroma mediated by molecules such as secreted protein acidic and rich in cysteine (SPARC). SPARC has multiple functions, such as cell adhesion, wound healing, signaling, angiogenic inhibition, epithelial to mesenchymal transition, and action as a tumor suppressor gene [61]. It was found that high SPARC mRNA expression was a significantly independent prognostic marker for pancreatic cancer, with the five-year survival rate of patients with low SPARC mRNA level at 20% compared with 0% for patients with high SPARC mRNA level [62]. A previous study in mice [63] explored the role of SPARC in drug delivery. This study compared gemcitabine alone or with nab-paclitaxel. The nab-paclitaxel mouse group had increased intratumoral concentrations of gemcitabine and decreased peritumoral desmoplastic stroma concentration, thus indicating that nab-paclitaxel may target SPARC in the stroma allowing and facilitating the delivery of chemotherapy to the targeted tumor [63].

Human epidermal growth factor receptor type 1 (HER1/EGFR) is overexpressed in most pancreatic adenocarcinomas and is strongly associated with a poorer outcome, metastatic potential and a more dismal prognosis overall [64-67]. Blocking HER1/EGFR tyrosine kinase signaling pathway has a negative effect regarding the growth rate and metastatic potential of human pancreatic tumor xenografts also improving the anticancer efficacy of gemcitabine. Erlotinib is an oral HER1/EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor. In the trial of Moore et al [4], although a statistical significant survival of two weeks was achieved, EGFR status was not associated with response or disease stability. If we study with an open mind the results, it seems that there is a subgroup of patients who benefit from the addition of erlotinib, but we just do not have as yet the necessary biomarkers to target them.

Regarding targeting HER2, the results of the THERAPY trial are promising [68]. This was a phase 1-2 trial single-arm, non-randomized, multicenter trial, with weekly cetuximab administration (400 mg/m², then 250 mg/m²). Then the patients were sequentially included in two trastuzumab dose levels: 3.0 or 4.0 mg/kg, then 1.5 or 2.0 mg/kg/weekly. Endpoints were the objective response rate, safety, progression-free survival (PFS) and OS. The rationale was to target simultaneously HER1/HER2. The higher dose level was defined as the trastuzumab recommended dose. During phase 2 (n=39 patients), toxicities were in the vast majority asthenia and cutaneous reactions. No objective response was observed in any patient. Nine patients had stable disease but discontinued treatment due to toxicity. Median PFS was 1.8 months (95%CI, 1.7-2.0 months) and median OS was 4.6 months (95%CI, 2.7-6.6 months). Both were positively correlated with skin toxicity severity (P<0.05).

A more promising approach was exhibited by Kan et al [69]. The rationale was that while pancreatic adenocarcinomas widely express HER2, the level of expression is low. If HER2 expression in cancer cells could be enhanced by treatment with a given agent, then combination therapy with that agent and trastuzumab emtansine (T-DM1), a chemotherapeutic agent that is a conjugate of trastuzumab, might lead to significant antitumor effects against pancreatic...
adenocarcinomas. Five human pancreatic cancer cell lines were tested, including MIA PaCa-2. Three showed an increase in HER2 expression after gemcitabine treatment. The binding of T-DM1 to pretreated MIA PaCa-2 cells was higher than to untreated MIA PaCa-2 cells. Treatment with gemcitabine and T-DM1 showed synergic cytotoxic effects on MIA PaCa-2 cells in vitro. Cells in the G2M phase of the cell cycle were retained after gemcitabine treatment and showed higher levels of HER2 expression, possibly contributing to the synergic effect of and T-DM1. This needs further validation by larger trials.

We must also take into account that KRAS mutations, occurring in almost 90% of pancreatic cancers, constitute current anti-EGFR treatment ineffective as in colorectal cancer [70]. These mutations appear to occur very early in pancreatic carcinogenesis, as indicated by their presence in noninvasive precursors. KRAS gene mutations have been identified in noninvasive intraductal papillary mucinous neoplasms, in pancreatic intraductal papillary neoplasms, and in noninvasive mucinous cystic neoplasms (and the prevalence of mutations increases with increasing degrees of dysplasia in these noninvasive precursor lesions [71]). Mouse studies provide compelling evidence that oncogenic KRAS is required for the formation for the initiation and maintenance of invasive pancreatic cancers [72]. Since mutations are both common and early events in pancreatic neoplasia, KRAS gene is an attractive target for the development of an early detection test.

BRCA2 mutations are found in up to 17% of patients with familial pancreatic cancer. The protein product of the BRCA2 gene plays an important role in the repair of DNA cross-linking damage. It is located on chromosome 13q and is inactivated in fewer than 10% of pancreatic cancers. The gene is almost always inactivated by a germline (inherited) mutation coupled with somatic loss of the second allele [73]. It has been suggested that this function of BRCA2 can be exploited therapeutically. In vitro studies suggest that pancreatic cancers with genetically inactivated BRCA2 are significantly more susceptible to DNA cross-linking agents, than pancreatic cancers with a genetically intact BRCA2. Indeed, several reports have documented remarkable therapeutic responses to DNA cross-linking agents such as mitomycin, cisplatin, or to poly ADP-ribose polymerase (PARP) inhibitors in patients whose cancers have inactivated BRCA2 [74,75].

Shirmer et al [76] conducted a study of 381 patients with pancreatic adenocarcinoma treated with gemcitabine-based therapy in order to identify the relationship between germline polymorphisms and overall survival. The A allele (26% in Caucasians) at SNP rs11644322 in the putative tumor suppressor gene WWOX conferred worse prognosis. Median overall survival was 14 months (95%CI, 12-15 months), 13 months (95%CI, 11-15 months), and nine months (95%CI, 7-12 months) for the GG, GA, and AA genotypes, respectively (P<0.001 for trend in univariate log-rank assuming a codominant mode of inheritance; advanced disease subgroup P trend <0.001). Mean overall survival was 25 months (95%CI, 21-29 months), 19 months (95%CI, 15-22 months), and 13 months (95%CI, 10-16 months), respectively. This effect was held true even after adjustment for age, performance status, stage, grading, and resection status and was comparable with the strongest established prognostic factors in multivariate analysis. Consistently, reduced responsiveness to gemcitabine, but not 5-FU, along with lower WWOX expression was demonstrated in lymphoblastoid cell lines harboring the AA genotype. Likewise, RNAi-mediated WWOX knockdown in pancreatic cancer cells confirmed differential cytostatic drug sensitivity. They concluded that decreased WWOX expression may interfere with gemcitabine sensitivity, and allele-specific binding at rs11644332 might be a causative molecular mechanism behind the observed clinical associations.

**Discussion**

We are entering a new era where individualized therapy will play a major role. Genomic sequencing has a great potential to improve diagnosis, provide information about the tumor and help guide the choice of a more tailor-made therapy. In this direction there are a few challenges ahead.

Tissue sampling is a necessity for the appropriate genomics test and we must take into account that the intrinsic biology of the tumor is evolving after each therapy, so it is a question when and how often during the course of the treatment a sample must be obtained. Also, all these methods of genomic sequencing need to be further validated in the context of clinical trials and be further explored in real patients in conjunction with standard treatments, in order to export safe and useful conclusions. Last but not least, in the light of the rapid rising costs in modern medicine, there is a need for screening to avoid the high prevalence of metastatic pancreatic cancer, which is inoperable and incurable at the time and also assessment of biomarkers so that we could choose those patients who would benefit the most.

Tailor-made personalized medicine in pancreatic cancer, as in oncology in general, is the way of the future. In the evolving field of circulating tumor cells (CTC) progress is being made. In a pilot study of Earl et al [77] the aim was to assess tumor-specific DNA detection in plasma and CTC detection as prognostic markers in pancreatic cancer. KRAS mutant cellular free DNA (cfDNA) was detected in 26% of patients of all stages and this correlated strongly with overall survival, that is 60 days (95%CI, 19-317) for KRAS mutation positive versus 772 days for KRAS mutation negative (95%CI, 416-1127). Tumor-specific cfDNA detection and CTC detection are promising markers for the management of patients, although there is a need to validate these results by a larger patient cohort.

As we stated earlier, there is an urgent need for novel and reliable biomarkers for the diagnosis and prognostication of pancreatic cancer. Circulating microRNAs (miRNAs) have been extensively profiled in blood samples, but few studies have performed adequate validation of candidate markers. Xu et al [78] investigated pre-operative plasma miRNAs from patients over three phases and three surgical centers. They revealed that miR-486-5p and miR-938 were able to discriminate pancreatic adenocarcinoma patients from healthy controls and those with chronic pancreatitis. The diagnostic ability of miR-486-5p for identifying pancreatic adenocarcinoma patients...
from healthy controls was comparable to that of CA 19-9. This study provides further evidence for the use of blood-based miRNAs as diagnostic biomarkers in pancreatic cancer.

Next generation sequencing is an evolving field to determine potential molecularly guided therapy options for patients with pancreatic adenocarcinoma. A study was conducted by Wright et al [79] in thirty patients with resected pancreatic adenocarcinoma and next-generation sequencing was performed from paraffin-tumor blocks. The incidence of mutations were as follows: KRAS, 87%; TP53, 63%; CDKN2A, 20%; SMAD4, 20%; and EGFR, 7%. Multiple mutations were found in 73%. All CDKN2A mutations occurred in male patients (P=0.06), and there was a trend toward younger patient age in this group (P=0.13). Potential for the US Food and Drug Administration-approved targeted therapies was identified in 8 of 30 (27%). In addition, 29 of 30 (97%) had mutations applicable for ongoing phases I or II clinical trials.

In conclusion, it seems that the proper way to move forward is genomic sequencing in multiple and various tissue samples of the tumor, validation of the methods, proper selection of patients who could benefit with the emergence of potent prognostic and predictive biomarkers, CTCs and their role as biomarkers and more research in the context of clinical trials regarding immunotherapy.

**Concluding remarks**

As in other malignancies, such as non-small cell lung cancer and colorectal cancer, where genomic profiling of the tumor affects prognosis and treatment selection, it seems that this could also be the case in pancreatic cancer. We have already made a remarkable progress in translational research and it is time to apply the knowledge we have acquired in clinical practice. Molecular pathogenesis of pancreatic cancer nowadays is well understood as are genomic, epigenetic and proteomic factors affecting outcome after therapy. An upgrade in translational research is much needed and translating these findings into clinical trials and new standard of care is of high importance. Whether in the adjuvant setting or not, thankfully, there is no paucity of tissue and therefore molecular profiling is feasible. Since we have the knowledge and the tools, every effort should be targeted towards the goal of obtaining tissue, profiling the tumor accordingly, identifying the aforementioned factors influencing the outcome, and delivering the appropriate treatment.
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